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G rimoire
Foreword . . . from the Editor
This is how the Fall, 1996 Grimoire feels in your hands— 
compact, lean, almost as if you could slip it into your back 
pocket. Compared to Grimoire of the past few years, this issue 
is more aerodynamic, more modern, more like a paperback 
book or a slick literary magazine in Borders or the Connelly 
Library.
When our previous advisor, Dr. Toni Culjak left last sum­
mer, we editors (all of us new to our positions) worried over 
things like budgets, bidding and how to run a staff meeting. 
Worrying though became tiresome and we turned our anxiety 
into action. Instead of wondering if we would get a magazine 
published at all, we decided to think positively, change a few 
things, and update Grimoire. This little book that you are holding 
right now in your hands is the fruit of our vision and our labor. 
We hope you read and enjoy it, and that you’ll keep it on your 
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A Poem by
A. RAYMOND BOSSERT, III
Epitaph for Slain Words
Here’s to the words 
To which I gave life,
Just to have them embalmed 
By the editor’s wife.
A Poem by
SUSAN CHERNESKY
Two Hundred and Twenty
1812 echoes as 




await the evening’s climax. 
Some sample foods from 
Mexico, Italy, and Asia, 
(the true eat only hot dogs) 
while others create their
own explosions— 
and as the 
music reaches 
its bombastic 
c r e s c e n d  o—
all eyes are above— 
all are young, and 
the poignancy of 
America is as 




t last there is darkness, and Anna’s world quickly ap­
pears before her eyes. A butterfly gracefully passes 
through. Beyond she sees a young girl, the sun on her warm 
face, running through the brisk summer air towards her home, 
to meet her father as he arrives from work. The smell of freshly 
cut grass is in her nose and the taste of the forbidden berries is 
still sweet on her tongue. Her feet fly across the brown earth as 
the winds of summer storms race over barren fields, her legs 
running with the same grace and freedom as the exotic butterfly 
which she now chases. The image of a white dress and gleeful 
child amidst the brilliant green of the land remains with her.
The image of a young man appears before Anna; the sky, 
sun and field transform into a colorful room, littered with 
balloons and filled with the eager faces of young women who 
hunger for requited love. He is handsome, and Anna’s rosy 
cheeks turn a crimson red. She would love to dance, she says, 
and slips her youthful, slim hand, already beading with sweat, 
into his strong, reassuring grip. She knows nothing of her 
surroundings, scarcely even recognizing the song to which she 
moves her slender body. The hour or minute holds no impor­
tance to her, for she is with him. Her light heart dances with joy 
as a slight smile parts her warm Ups.
Only the moonlight makes the world’s images known to 
Anna now, the most important of which walks beside her. The 
cool night air soothes her smooth, white skin, and she listens 
intensely to the sound of their bare feet as they caress the wet 
grass below. She notices the stars in the black sky, and the moon, 
a lover’s moon, close enough to be almost within her reach. The 
silence between them is noticeable but hardly uncomfortable, 
and Anna is content just walking beside him. The small waves 
of the lake gently lap at their toes when he leans over to kiss her.
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Her body tenses and her stomach feels the wings of a million 
butterflies, yet she is in ecstasy when his lips meet hers. It is now 
that Anna’s heart truly dances, elated from the immediate joy 
she feels and furthered by the thoughts of brighter days to be 
warmed by a rising sun. What does time matter? And what of 
others? The moment is hers, for she is in heaven.
A knock on the door, a sharp light from above, and a brisk, 
rash voice quickly turn Anna’s world into hell. The young man’s 
lips gently fade away, her hands become empty and the lake 
recedes, leaving her feet bare and uncovered. She is in bed, lying 
on her side in a small ball with her knees touching her flattened 
chest. She sleeps as she slept as a child, only her immobile, 
arthritic joints now hurt. Her eyes are vacant, trying desperately 
to recall the images which only seconds ago danced before her. 
Instead of her lover’s radiant face, Anna stares at the empty, 
gray wall of her small room. Somewhere in her dull stare she 
sees her night stand, old, dusty and empty, lacking the pictures 
of family and friends one would expect. Her open hand, which 
once tenderly embraced his, becomes a fist with yellow, uncut 
nails slowly digging into her own flesh. Her skin is paper thin, 
showing every aged vein and painted with ugly brown spots that 
cover her body. Legs which once carried her across open fields 
are now the size of twigs, a vivid sign of her own inability to 
even stand, let alone dance as her passions once directed. Her 
eyes adjust to the harsh fluorescent lights above her, but she 
makes no effort to see the employees of the nursing home, who 
have come to visit her. She begins to cry, letting out soft sobs 
that one would hear from a newborn infant.
“Now Anna here has a thing for sobbing,” the nurse 
remarks to a new student, noticeably uncomfortable by the 
noise and wishing for silence. “This old woman won’t shut up 
from the moment she wakes up until she goes to sleep and it 
annoys the hell out of me. Cries all day long.”
And she does. She cries for her husband, killed in the War 
by a small piece of steel fired from a gun. She cries for her
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children, the same ones which passed unknown through her 
legs each month in a heap of soured blood. She cries for the 
butterfly, the freedom her crippled and deformed legs can no 
longer bring to her. Her life was, is, and will be pain. Unknown, 
unloved and alone, she lies in her room to contemplate the 
questions philosophers and wise men have been answering for 
centuries.
As in her youth, Anna has no use for time. The sun will rise 
each morning, and she realizes it is no longer for her. The lover’s 
moon still shines brightly, but tonight, as always, it will be 
hidden behind the clouds in her eyes. Perhaps somewhere a 
young girl's dreams are appearing before her in the form of a 
kiss under the moonlight sky, but Anna’s blinds have since been 
drawn. Her dreams have become memories, most of them 
unfulfilled and forgotten; what is left of them is vocalized in her 
sobs. She longs for the night and the peace it brings, an escape 
from reality to a time and place where everything is possible and 
well within her reach, for what once was can only appear in the 





There are things that no one remembers, 
but you 
and me
things as insignificant as the taste of blackberry ice 
cream in Barcelona 
or as grand as capturing the world 
in a stem of wheat
with the rest of the wheat field as space
continued . . .
which no one can know
the space which we knew.
There is life that no one has lived 
through stalking the sun to its final setting 
and falling from childish pedestals on ice skate 
blades,
life which you pull behind you with every move
(and which I remember
too)
So you are my back up memory 
and that I knew when I began to write you this let­
ter.
There is information,
which I have received
(which no one knows)
from sitting in our libraries, far back
in a field of books looking for the world,
which I did not find
in the space words occupy
since nothing else demands the space.
Information calculated and brewed
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between crashing blood cells of words 
frozen slow
so that each deciphered code is exact.
As I stood up to leave,
weary of the emptiness,
two birds rushed past me
wing speed so fast they could not be seen
and the touch of their space
to my vacancy
conjured a hollow voice
exploding with the secrets of everything
which I wish I had never known.
There is brightness though
knowledge
has invaded.
Once I craved the information 
I was left with 
now I do not want
but might one day regret forgetting, if I decided to 
forget
so I figured I would mail it to you 
to store with the blackberries and the wheat 
(though this is not your memory) 
as just another disease of thought, 
backed up information system, 
to serve me
in the instance in which all is forgotten.
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CHRISTINE PIERI
The Item Behind the Counter
All I want is a car duster. A simple, compact little item that gets dust off of the dashboard. That’s it. It’s not 
a lot to ask for, that’s for sure, but this irritating sales lady seems 
to think it is. From the moment I walk into the store, I can tell 
she’s not going to be of much help. She has that I-don’t—feel- 
like-waiting—on-you-so—don’t-bother-me kind of look on her 
face and when I begin to ask about the duster, she pretends not 
to notice. When I finally do get her attention, she claims that 
the store is sold out of them, even though there happens to be 
one right behind her in the display case. There’s no way she’s 
going to keep me from buying it.
As we stand here arguing, the inch-thick layer of dust in my 
poor little Honda Civic is rapidly increasing. Does this stupid 
woman even care that every time I have to drive somewhere I 
am overcome by a fit of sneezing that doesn’t stop until I get 
out of my car?—Aw, hell, who am I kidding? If she cared, she 
would be helping me! Well, I’m tired of fighting. I’m the 
customer and I’m always right, and I say that there’s no way to 
win this war unless I make a leap for it. So I reach behind the 
counter, grab the box out of the display, and run like the wind, 





The simple soothe of Christmas 
Is a vague dissertation at best,
With peace and joy to all the gentry 
And oblivion to the rest.
With snowy dreams that never bud 
And fat men in the sky,
Being yanked by woodland monsters 
That miraculously can fly.
And hunting through an arbor stead 
Slaying the closest, wooden knave,
And taking it home for cherishing 
By making cruel light of his grave.
The bloody drink, and to fiends goodwill 
While cynic Jack laughs on the window sill 
And under a thorn you horribly kiss 
A person you’d much rather kill.
But here I ramble without a point 
As if this tale is vacant of mass,
Of course to Christmas there is a definite theme 
At least to one crooked lass . . .
I
It was a season some time ago 
In a town on the Northeastern coast,
Where rain made stay for most of the days 
And snow an hour at most.
A town so small, it had but one street 
With an apartment, mansion, and house,
And it had a name that was very large 
It’s one I can’t even pronounce!
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Within the house lived this small girl 
With her sister, Mum, and Dad,
And a hairless cat called Purplepoop 
Who always appeared to be sad.
Her round, brown eyes were the jewels of her face 
But her hair seemed always a mess,
And she had a cackle like a bent witch 
When she heard her sleek name of Cress.
Yes, in life Cress enjoyed many things 
Like strawberries and trips to the mall,
But the one object she enjoyed the most 
Was in the shape of a small, talking doll.
Day in and day out she pleaded to Mum,
“Let me have her, if I possibly can.
If she could be mine for Christmas,
I’d be the happiest girl in the land!”
Cress just adored her blond, flowing hair 
And her pink, polka-dot dress,
But her sweet, pretty name of Jaime 
Cress found simply the best!
Yes, she cried to Mum all of the time 
How Jaime was her perfect toy,
And after a while Mum would retort,
“Cressie, I’m getting annoyed!
All of the day you plead for the doll 
Claiming it the best in the world,
But you will not get it for these holidays 
Because you’re a very bad girl!
You have stolen, lied, and committed treasonous 
acts
Especially against your sis,
Like in May when you hit her across the jaw 
And for days she talked with a lisp.
Or the time you put glue on the toilet seat 
And Lily had to go,
Afterwards she cried for a bloody week 
And her skin has still not regrown.”
At this, Cress would grow enraged
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And from her senses she’d ferociously take leave,
She’d scream, “I’ll have Jaime, just you wait,
If it’s the last gift I ever receive!”
For weeks Cress would solemnly brood 
Her spirits slumped in a loss,
Yet she’d always exclaim with iron will,
“I will have Jaime at any cost! ” |
And sometimes Lily would cross her path 
To stay or simply pass through,
And Cress could just murder her when she would
say,
“I want Jaime, too!”
So Cress continued in her dark age 
Moping here, there, and around,
Thinking hope and happiness had been scattered 
away
Never again to be found.
Then one week into December 
Two before the Big Day,
Cress was sobbing on her bed 
Obviously dismayed.
When she heard from the attic above 
Something shifting around,
If was accompanied by a high-squeak mumble 
A very peculiar sound!
“Who could it be?” pondered Cress,
As guesses ran through her head,
“Mum and Dad are both at work 
And Purplepoop’s on the bed.
And in no way could it be Lily 
The reason being that
I bounded, gagged her, and threw her downstairs 
To befriend the smelly rats.”
As her reasoning worked away 
To be sure no one was overlooked,
She came to the frightful conclusion 
It had to be a crook!
She thought to herself, I'm no coward!
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Like so many my age that are.
And she crept up the stairs to her attic 
With an iron crowbar.
It was creepy as she walked up 
Just as an attic should be,
With a bitter draft spilling forth
And such darkness you could not even see.
As she approached the cold, spooky top 
She raised her weapon high,
At when she would hear the slightest sound 
She’d let that crowbar fly.
A bright, red lamp was suddenly turned on 
And by the window smiling with glee,
Was this small pudgy elf with stockings 
Who said, “There, now I can see!”
The elf refreshingly whistled a tune 
And then as he joyously sung,
Cress charged quickly with her crowbar 
And then she violently swung.
The first blow landed squarely on the head 
That made a crunchy, smooshy sound,
It blew the elf back against the wall 
And knocked his hat to the ground.
Cress next viciously whacked his arm 
And as it dangled in a lifeless fashion,
Cress crushed his legs with a good swipe 
Such a terrible bashin’ !
The beaten elf pleaded for mercy 
As he crumpled to the floor,
He said, “I’m no burglar! I’m just delivering gifts 
For Santa’s down the shore!”
Cress noticed a bag stuffed with toys 
And then the elf lastly heard her say,
“You are telling the truth, and I’m sorry,
Now let me send you on your way!”
Such an uppercut she did deliver 
That his jaw was surely smashed,
Along with the rest of his ill-fated bones
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As he fell out the window and crashed.
Cress looked down at his body sprawled out below 
Deep in the wintry waste,
And she thought how his blood and the frost resem­
bled
A candy cane ready to taste.
After admiring her murderous work 
She examined the bag filled with toys,
Where she hoped to find her dearest Jaime 
So she would be filled with joy.
She discovered some gum and toy cars you could 
dent,
Some crayons, and government documents 
But as she shuffled through these unwanted scraps 
She feared her one gift just wasn’t sent.
But just as she reached the bottom 
She smiled and cheered abruptly,
For the last present in that burlap bag 
Was the doll of Jaime!
“Thank the heavens and good will towards men, 
For God has remembered me in the end!
This is my greatest Christmas ever! ”
Cressie happily said.
But just as her celebration had climaxed 
She noticed on the doll in the bag,
A symbol depicting the receiver 
In the form of a small, paper tag.
As Cress scanned this attached note 
Her joy was whisked away,
For it said, “To Lily, from S.C.
Have a wonderful Christmas Day!”
Cress roared in rage and her emotions caught fire 
Like Hell’s perditions that forever burn,
For the one gift she ever wanted was there 
But it just wasn’t for her!
After she screamed, kicked, and punched 
She tried desperately to settle down,
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She thought, There must be light at the end o f this 
tunnel
So I  may turn this mess around.
Then it hit her like an elf falling to death 
The only thing she could do,
It was a plan simple and quick 
And downright evil, too!
She quickly assembled a paper and pen 
And made with it a little note,
And after she ripped Lily’s tag off of Jaime 
Cress earnestly wrote:
“To Cress, from St. Nick 
I know you’ve been waiting forever,
So Jaime this Christmas is my present to you 
Because you’ve been so clever!”
She hideously cackled as she switched the tags 
And then she simply sighed,
“This is the best Christmas in the world,
For Jaime’s finally mine!”
Cressie went downstairs and thought,
Maybe throwing Lily downstairs was a mistake. 
I ’ll just have to execute my original plan 
And burn her at the stake!
II
Well, before she knew it, two weeks had passed 
And it was finally Christmas Day,
And the biggest thing on Cressie’s mind 
Was what Jaime would have to say.
She got up excitedly from her bed 
As the sun began to rise,
And she ran downstairs to the Christmas tree 
To claim her hard-earned prize.
She already found Lily’s presents were opened 
And brooding on the floor,
Was Lily thinking where was Jaime 
The doll she pleaded for?
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Cress pushed her aside and got to her pile 
Of presents by the tree,
And all the gifts she threw away 
Except for the doll of Jaime.
Cress opened the box and pulled her out 
And then she had the nerve,
To wave it sourly in Lily’s face saying,
“I got what I deserved!”
Lily shed a tear before her older sibling 
And wept bitterly in dismay,
As Cressie said, “Now for what I’ve been waiting 
for,
Let’s hear what Jaime has to say.”
Cress pulled the string on the back of her neck 
And at that moment everything went wrong,
For Jaime said, “Who is this impostor who pulls 
my string?
To Lily I truly belong.”
Cress clenched her fist in utter disbelief 
As Lily’s spirits soared,
But Cress ran near the fireplace 
And then she loudly roared,
“So it would seem that my trick has failed 
And you rightfully demand her so,
But my dear sister, if I can’t have Jaime 
Then to the bellows she shall go!”
Cressie threw her into the fiery hearth 
And as poor Jaime shriveled and fried,
Cress thought of her deed as almost heroic 
Like a Roman suicide.
Lily ran from the room in lamentation 
Her face tearfully clad,
And she escaped into the kitchen 
Where she told everything to Dad.
Cress sat motionless by the fire 
Her purpose in life tattered,
While storming out of the kitchen was Dad 
Ready to address the matter.
He stared horribly at distraught Cress
Who was petrified in shock,
And she dangled blankly by the whipping flames
Like an unfilled sock.
Her father gave his verdict
With his vehement glare still set,
He said, “Though your malice has cost Lily’s pre-
sent
I say she’ll have a doll yet!”
At this, he furiously snatched her up
Like a frenzied crow clutching a worm,
And to the lab he took her
Where her punishment would be served.
He strapped her down on his bench
And next went to acquire,
A razor-teethed saw, some cotton, and string
Along with a pair of pliers.
He asked God to forgive him for his plans
And to forgive sinister Cress,
And then he took his rusty saw
and plowed it in her chest.
After he drilled an oval cavity
8 inches long by 4 inches wide,
He picked up the pair of pliers
And yanked at everything inside.
He pulled out her heart, pinkish and cold
And then the liver he cruelly took hold
And after he tossed this out he plunged
At the intestines tightly rolled.
He tore them out like spaghetti
And to the bloody floor they were flung,
And after he popped her kidneys
He extracted both of her lungs.
After all of her organs were scraped
And her body was bloodless and raw,
He dumped inside her system
All of the cotton balls.
After this, he sewed her back up
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And plunged a needle through her head,
And there running out of the back 
Was the piece of thread.
He came out of the lab with Cressie 
And found Lily in the corner,
Where her face was still drenched with tears 
And she was solemn as a mourner.
He came up to her triumphantly 
And said, “Lily, don’t be sad,
For though your dear Jaime is gone 
I have another doll you can have.”
And he gave her the doll of Cressie 
And Lily’s spirits again soared,
She said, “Thank you, Daddy, I am very grateful 
For this most fitting reward.”
And so Lily kept Cress for the rest of her life 
As her favorite toy,
And whenever she would pull her string 
She’d laugh in twisted joy.
For whenever Cressie’s string was pulled 
She’d always exclaim with glum,
“Woe to you who crave a material thing 
For a material thing you’ll become.”
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A Poem by
CHRISTOPHER M. CARABELLO 
the fog
ominous sky glowing in the night 
waves barely visible, wet sand beneath 
sounds of the sea all but silenced
mist fills the air, our clothes, our hair
memories, feelings, confessions, tears 
a penetrating touch, a tender kiss 
two bodies embrace, a natural fit
hearts racing, spirits captured
A Poem by
KATHLEEN SUCHECKI
Haiku for the Green Mountains
Wind in trees, sudden,
shrewd, a gust of children through
a cocktail party.
Portrait





Oda a las hilanderas y a Aracne 
(escrito despues de ver Las Hilanderas, pinto por 
Velazquez)
O mujeres
que desafian a los dioses
(dioses embriagados por el vino de su poder)
—podemos hilar mas rapido que el viento—
y ustedes pudieron hacerlo. 
y ustedes lo cumplieron como prometido. 
y el viento perdio la carrera.
Entonces, O hilanderas, 
los dioses,
irritados que dedos humanos
conquistaron el viento,
les castigaron a ustedes a crear
tejidos magicos en cuartos oscuros y olvidados.
Pero por el hilo misterioso que gira, y 
por la luz en sus cuerpos suaves—
(cuerpos acariciados por musica celestial) 






Ode to the Weavers and to Aracne 
(after seeing Las Hilanderas by Velazquez)
O women
who challenged the gods
(gods drunk on the wine of their power)
—we can spin faster than wind—
and you could, 
and you did.
and the wind lost the race.
Then, O weavers, 
the gods,
enraged that human hands had conquered the wind, 
condemned you to create magic weavings 
in dark, forgotten rooms.
But by the mysterious thread that turns 
by the light of your soft bodies 
(caressed by moonlight) 







walking down that old street around seven thirty in the 
evening
the dark rainclouds just about to let loose, 
then thinking better of it
continuing their endless journey on the winds to the 
east.
the feeling of being on a movie set 
and everyone walking by was just an extra, 
hired on at the last minute to walk around and look 
busy,
or not look busy, as the case may be. 
the bottom floors of the buildings, all modem 
and for the most part clean, 
or at least holding together, 
but when i look up i see the real old buildings— 
the third and fourth and fifth floors that are no 
longer in use
long since abandoned to time and the dirty city air, 
the gabled windows, the wrought iron, the castle tur­
rets,
and old signs advertising soap and party goods fad­
ing with time
but never completely washed away, the exposed 
brick crumbling, and
the fire escape rusted but still functioning, 
i like to walk down this street, 
and sometimes i even catch the glint of the movie 
cameras




nne had noticed him when he walked by the storefront
earlier that afternoon. He was walking through the mall 
at a normal pace until he saw something or someone, she 
thought, in the store where she works, then he began to walk 
slower. She noticed his thick brown boots at first, then his olive 
green pants and brown leather belt. His tucked, white oxford 
hung just below one of the most attractive faces Anne had seen 
m months. She had sized him up in an instant as he walked by 
the store windows that connect to the mall.
Anne had been working at the mall for two months and 
had found her new career ideal for scoping both hot guys and 
great sales. Her parents worried about her walking to her car 
after closing so she worked the morning to late afternoon shift, 
a tactic that made the sales the only plus of her job thus far. She 
worked in a store that sold young women’s fashions, shoes and 
accessories called “Girly Things,” which she thought was a 
stupid name but she worked any hours she wanted and received 
a thirty percent discount on all her purchases. The discount 
came in handy for Anne and her co-workers, who were required 
to dress up for work. “Dress girly,” was what they were actually 
told to do.
Anne had never enjoyed her job so much as when that hot 
guy walked by, and then later came into the store. She did not 
see many guys her age coming into “Girly Things,” and when 
she did they were usually standing outside the dressing rooms 
attached to purses and polychromatic shopping bags, waiting 
for girlfriends to try on mini plaid skirts and fuzzy cropped 
sweaters.
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When Anne noticed that the hot guy walked into the store, 
she thought her luck had changed for the better. She was close 
to the end of her shift at four o’clock and the two grande 
cappuccinos that she drank earlier were starting to make her a 
little antsy. Anne was dancing inconspicuously to the beat of 
the in-store music soundtrack, which her fellow co-workers 
referred to as “girly music,” until she saw him come in. “Oh- 
migod,” Anne said to herself as her eyes followed him to the 
shoe displays. He came informe. If he had indeed come in to meet 
Anne, he did not make it obvious at first. She watched him 
pretend to shop for women’s shoes, picking up certain styles 
from the display and looking at the price tag on the bottom. She 
made her move, walking right up to him and asking if he needed 
help, all the while flashing her flirtiest smile. At first he smiled 
back, then looked straight into her eyes and said “No, Thanks.” 
Anne turned away immediately. Oh God, he’s a transvestite. Typical, 
she thought, the hottest guys are always the queerest.
She decided to stand behind a rack, pretending to straighten 
so she could watch him from afar. He seemed to be looking for 
her and when he spotted her, he seemed to smile, as if he was 
checking her out. Anne moved about the store to see if his eyes 
would follow her and sure enough, every move she made was 
followed by a counter move from the hot guy. She noticed his 
muscular shoulders and while pretending to fold tiny t-shirts, 
Anne caught sight of the thick outline his rectangular wallet 
made in his back pocket.
After several minutes of wandering sheepishly around the 
store, the hot guy finally caught Anne’s eye, smiled confidendy, 
then made his way out of the door and into the mall. Anne 
casually strolled to the entrance to see which way through the 
mall he was headed. She stared into the crowds of people for a 
few seconds, watching them randomly pass her by as her mind 
replayed his smile and how she considered it so intriguing.
At four o’clock, Anne left the store and headed in the direction that she was sure the hot guy took. She took
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off towards the Food Court, pushing through throngs of dis­
tracted shoppers and swerving around baby carriages. Sure 
enough, she saw him from behind, bending over the railing 
overlooking the main water fountain. She noticed his thick 
wallet at first, protruding from the back pocket of his olive green 
pants and momentarily watched as he ran his strong fingers 
through his short, chocolate brown hair. Anne decided to head 
down the escalator near the pizza place. She strolled towards 
the fountain nonchalantly, watching the shoppers and fussing 
with the clip that held back her light hair,and then taking some 
change from the pocket of her short black skirt. The fountain 
gurgled quietly, then rose to a medium swell. Anne stared at the 
stream, feeling his gaze upon her all the while, until the water 
thrusted itself up triumphantly into a large, powerful stream. 
The water bobbed temporarily then released itself back into a 
swell, then gurgle. She threw in the coins then looked up to see 
if he had noticed. Sensing his confident smile, she slowly started 
off for the card shop to see if he would follow.
Anne wandered through the aisles and to the rear of the 
store to see if he was behind her. She headed to the blank card 
section to find some interesting pictures to look at until she 
could feel his stare again. She picked out cards with black and 
white photos of kids in big hats and cards with ornately deco­
rated prints on the front. She examined all the pictures before 
her, pretending to think of what she would write in one if she 
had actually intended to buy one and who she would send it to. 
Anne picked up a card with a cartoonish cat on the cover, with 
an extended arm, holding a bouquet of multicolored daisies. She 
looked over her shoulder and saw him turn the comer and walk 
briskly by her, lightly brushing up against the tiny bag she wore 
on her back. He had followed her and was waiting for her next 
move.
Anne wandered for a couple minutes, dashing by an elderly couple with time to kill. She did not know where 
he went after he left the card store and she did not know where
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to go next. She walked into a funky shoe store but left immedi­
ately because it was too small and the music was too loud and 
distracting. She hopped on the escalator and ascended towards 
the second floor, looking around for any sight of him or his next 
move. She reached the floor and walked forward, spotting The 
Gap; she was positive that’s where she would find him if he was 
anywhere to be found.
Anne went through the entrance of The Gap and stopped 
at a sweater display. With her eyes on the sweaters she attempted 
to maneuver her head to her right, then left but she could not 
spot him. She headed towards the rack of silky blouses and 
noticed him in the denim section, smiling confidently. She 
pursed her lips to keep from smiling back in an attempt to look 
as inconspicuous as possible. Anne ran her hand across the front 
of one of the blouses on the rack, caressing the soft material. 
She then bent down to adjust the strap on her leather platform 
sandal and tried to think of what she would do next. She wanted 
contact but didn’t want to go right up to him. She was enjoying 
their flirtatious game of cat and mouse but something drastic 
had to be done. She knew she had to do something bold to get 
him to approach her so she headed for the lingerie store.
When she went through the large glass doors of the lingerie store, Anne immediately noticed the sweet 
smell. It was a mixture of drawer sachets and fruity perfumes. 
Lace hung from walls and adorned racks; dark silk and light silk 
permeated the room. Anne approached the perfume counter 
and waited until he entered the store. She felt his stare as he 
sauntered through the room filled with drawers of stacked bras 
and tables of lacy underwear. She lifted the first bottle of 
perfume to her nose and then replaced it on the counter. It was 
too sweet for her liking, but she found another bottle. It was a 
rich, flowery scent that reminded her of old fashioned perfume 
bottles and the dangerous ladies who used them. Anne sprayed 
it on one wrist, then the other. She felt him coming towards her 
and sprayed it on her neck, then lowered the collar of her scoop
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neck white shirt and sprayed the perfume between her shoul­
ders. He was now walking slowly behind her, she could feel his 
arm grazing her back as he lightly bent his head to smell the 
perfume. He kept on walking through the store.
nne did not know what to do next. He had come so
close to her and hadn’t said a word. She thought that 
maybe her attempts at flirting were futile. She thought about 
leaving, but he was still in the store. She strolled around, 
conscious of his countering moves, and stopped at a display of 
lacy push-up bras.
Don't be stupid, she thought to herself, but she went ahead 
with it anyway. She picked up a black lacy bra and headed into 
the dressing room.
When she was in the tiny room behind the locked door, 
she sat on the bench and looked at the ridiculous bra she had 
just selected. She waited quietly for approaching footsteps but 
heard nothing. She sat there for a minute, considering what she 
had done then she got up, examined her reflection in the mirror, 
and opened the door, leaving the lacy bra on the bench behind 
her. When she walked back into the store, the hot guy was 
nowhere to be found.
W ith keys in hand, Anne made her way through the parking lot. Her car was parked at the far end, in the 
employee section near the highway. As she stopped for passing 
cars, she thought about what she had just done.
I  am so stupid, she told herself, he probably thinks I ’m a total slut 
and got out while he could. Anne had always been a fan of flirting 
for attention, but she had never gotten so out of hand with 
someone she did not know at all. She kept repeating “What were 
you thinking?” to herself as she made her way through the lot. 
She finally approached her car and she was just about to put the 
keys in the lock when a black Jeep Cherokee pulled up into the 
parking spot next to hers. She was startled at first, then her
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stomach dropped when she saw the hot guy climb out of the 
driver’s seat, leaving the car running. Anne stood there frozen 
as he made his way over to where she was standing.
“Hi,” he said, leaning up against the side of his dark car. 
Anne noticed the confident smile once again.
“Hi,” she returned, nervously laughing. She watched him as 
he crossed his arms. “I’m sorry if I got a little carried away in 
there. I don’t usually do things like th a t. . .” She couldn’t help 
but smile as her face reddened with increasing embarrassment.
“It’s quite all right,” he said, “I thought it was really sexy.” 
Anne had no idea what to say to him. She didn’t have time to 
mentally map out their eventual conversation. Then he said, 
“What would you say if I asked you to make love to me right 
here and right now?”
Anne was floored. “I’d say that you were too ambitious for 
your own good,” she returned. Her nervous smile turned into a 
look of disgust.
Typical, she thought to herself, if  they’re not gay they’re complete 
slime. Then he thrust himself against Anne, holding her arms 
and pinning her against her car.
“What would you say if I fucked you right now?” he said, 
and took his thick wallet from his back pocket and shoved it 
into Anne’s mouth. He pulled her arms behind her and secured 
them with one hand. She felt three strong fingers, the fingers 
she had earlier gazed upon, tightly squeezing her left wrist while 
his thumb and forefinger squeezed the other.
Anne felt her eyes widen. She could not even get her voice 
up to attempt to scream as she tried to open her mouth wider. 
His wallet was lodged into her mouth so tightly that she could 
not synchronize a way to get it out. She jerked her head to the 
highway as he pressed his body harder against her, and she 
looked for someone to stop and help her. She wondered if 
anyone saw them. She heard cars racing by, but it was if the two 
of them were completely alone. She just wanted to know his
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name and find out what he was like. She did not want him 
pressing hard against her.
Anne squirmed as he ran his hand over her face, then neck. 
He grabbed her breast and lifted up her skirt. When he put his 
cold hand between her thighs, Anne jerked forward. He tried 
to rip off her underwear as she clenched her thighs and threw 
forward her right shoulder. She felt his grip loosen, so she forced 
her upper body towards him. His arms straightened and Anne 
ducked. She pulled his wallet from her mouth and took off past 
the two cars.
Anne kept running until she sensed that he was not close 
behind. She tossed her platform sandals from her feet, then took 
off at a greater speed. Her hair hung loosely around her face as 
she ran back towards the mall, giving no notice to passing cars 
who swerved to avoid her. When she reached the glass doors, 
she swung them open with full force, rushing past shoppers on 
their way in and shoving those on their way out. Once inside, 
Anne stopped in amazement. He was no longer following her. 
She could no longer feel the pressure of his body against her or 
his fingers tightly grasping her wrists, as she looked down and 




A. RAYMOND BOSSERT, III
Maniac Earl’s Special
Hey folks, how’s it goin’?
We’re takin’ half off all the cars we’re showin’, 
Down here at Maniac Earl’s!
We’ve got clunkers and junkers 
And we won’t charge to jump her.
The pricing is great on these here vehicles,
With down-payments as low as a couple nickels. 
And I guarantee that whatever its condition 
Every car we have is faster than your bicycles.
Oh, but I see you’ve spotted the Earl Special . . . 
Don’t mind the Pinto frame, that’s just a shell 
You can always blast off the rust,
Blow off the dust,
And I’d say a new paint job is definitely a must. 
(Scab Purple is a color that was never really in.) 
The sound system’s shot,
Like every car on the lot,
But accessories aren’t about what this car’s got. 
Under that hood, or bonnet for you Brits,




Blast you past Smokey and the Bear.
But we’re talking
Warpdrive hyperspace cylinders under there.
From zero to light speed in seven nanoseconds flat, 
Will get you where you want to go and more places 
than that.
More horses than have been under John Wayne’s 
tush
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And fine-tuned and well-kept, you won’t never 
have to push 
This car anywhere 




This car runs on brainwaves 
And a host mind is all it needs.
Don’t look so queer,
At this car here.
You think I’m jokin’,
Or wonderin’ what I’m smokin’?
Then go ahead kid 
Take her out for a spin,
Just hop right in. No, no keys necessary.
Go on, it’s a free test drive 
Then you’ll know that this car’s alive 
And draining the thoughts right out of your brain 





Be his most devious title 
For here he comes 
From the roads outside hell 
Adorned in gold;
Wearing the crown of sinner’s faith 
And a golden halo of the 
Pope’s son
You’re gonna take a walk
You have done your crime
You have been around
Holy Angels will scream at
Your stubborn pride
So before you may turn blue
Or be condemned at the gates of hell;
Your man has arrived
Have your gold in one hand 
And your soul in the other 
For he’s got the goods




Just lend him your ears
Entertaining souls by day 
Mistresses at night
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Outside the shadows 
The father of indulgence; 







The Great Logical Massacre
I brought a boar with me 
Into philosophy class,
Scabs and rumbling hooves sparking in gnash.
For under my shirt it sank 
With loose parts lashing out,
Some coils, fat, fangs, and a snout.
And along with these off-shoots 
A rancid gas leaked,
With fragrance to charm and nostrils to seek.
And it yelped as drool would trickle 
To an asylum floor,
Chopped in wiggling echoes from a primate’s roar. 
Now people did focus 
At my sorrowful scene?
Some shmucks even thought what my posture could 
mean.
But no one unbuttoned their mouths 
To speak in anger or fear,
They sat jotting scribbles in reason sincere 
And as they acted so properly 
My boar sneezed and quaked,
Rising and spilling as its passions baked.
And in the end of the awkwardness 
While the scholar could teach,





You’re walking across the asphalt 
parking lot at night and it is cold . . . 
you see your breath . . .  the sight o f an 
electric blue convertible with the top 
down disturbs you . . . there is frost 
developing on the windows. You 
wonder why anyone would leave the 
top down in this weather . . . but you 
keep walking. And before you know 
it, you’re walking faster, as if someone 
is following you. And you look over 
your shoulder but you only see the 
blue convertible. And you wish you 
would wake up, as if  it were all a 
dream . . . you wish you would open 
your eyes and see summer sunshine 
and green leaves and flowers, or some­
thing. But, you look up and all you see 
are falling leaves and naked branches. 
And the harvest moon is barely full 
and bright in the high sky and you’re 
almost running now. You want to get 
out o f there and you can’t. You are 
trapped in the autumn and in the dark­
ness . . .  and you don’t know why you 





Pale and translucent 
A girl of ten 
On flat, open land 
Wind-whipped and beaten 
Opens a closet in the dark 
To behold a salvation.
Glowing, magic potion
She paints in broad, resigned strokes
Her unknown body.
Pale and opaque 
Comes a dawning realization 
Of the life she has contracted 
Or perhaps, condemned.
A knife sharpened and honed 
Year after year 
Surgically implanted in the 
Hardened and laboriously pulsating 
muscle
Of her hemorrhaging heart.
No one dies.
There is no blood.
It is a fantasy world 
Of concrete flesh.
In a stark world 
A child had a vision 
And captured
In a moment of illusionary grace 
A sad and complicated chain 
Of interwoven daisies
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With well-intentioned loops 
That have since broken 
And tangled 
And wilted
Into an unrecognizable mass 
Of metastasizing cells.
A staggering parody of life.
Deer
(woodcut print)_______
H E A TH E R  M ID D LE TO N
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JOANNA SPIOTTO
December Still Comes Early
Sal had known at his last visit that he would not return to the doctor’s office. When he watched the doctor seal the 
envelope with the samples, when he set the date for the next 
appointment with the receptionist, he had known. Sal had 
skipped out the door and down the steps, and walked briskly 
home, feeling lighter as each step took him farther away from 
the office. Outside he was a free man again, and he knew that 
he would never be going back there. “They’ll never take me 
alive,” he said under his breath, feeling encouraged and pushing 
his worries aside. But when he woke that morning, he wasn’t 
sure how he would manage to escape from his follow-up 
appointment.
That morning he rose and dressed slowly, dragging out 
breakfast with his wife for as long as possible. He asked for a 
third cup of coffee, and shuffled through the newspaper, trying 
to find an interesting topic which would engross his wife, Rita, 
in a long conversation. Rita was busy with her own section of 
the paper, and Sal noticed with impatience that she was reading 
the obituaries.
“Why do you have to be such a gloomy-Gus?” he exclaimed 
gruffly.
‘"Don’t talk so loud,” Rita said, trying to sound annoyed. 
“And I’m just making sure . . . ” she began to explain, but Sal 
had taken the paper from her, and crumpling it into a ball, threw 
it in the wastebasket.
He began reading the comics aloud to her, affecting a 
different voice for each character, trying to make her laugh. He 
glanced up at times to see her smiling patiendy at him; he knew 
that she was eager to move on to her housework.
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After breakfast, he followed her around the house as she 
tidied up. Why can’t she just stay still ? Sal wondered to himself as 
she went from room to room, dusting. Mainly, she was trying 
to get away from him. Sal had been retired for a little over a year, 
and his constant presence in the house was becoming nerve- 
racking to her. Like today, Sal followed her everywhere, telling 
her jokes, informing her of his opinions on everything, and 
reporting to her things which she had previously told him.
Today, he tried to help her as she covered the furniture in 
old sheets. They were leaving for their house at the shore the 
next day, and Rita did not want dust to collect over the summer 
months. When Sal snapped a sheet violently, knocking a figurine 
off of the end table, Rita asked him when his appointment was.
Sal looked out the living room window and saw the dappled 
sunlight playing on the sidewalk through the trees which swayed 
gently in the breeze.
“This is the kind of day makes a man glad to be alive,” he 
bellowed to Rita. ‘Think I’ll walk.” He walked to the closet in 
the front hall and put on his windbreaker.
“Enjoy your walk,” Rita said to him, kissing him at the door.
Sal stepped out into the front yard and inhaled the fresh, 
scented spring air. Rita waved to him from the window, and 
seeing him pass out of the front gate, she put her feather duster 
down. She uncovered a chair, found a magazine, and sat down 
to read. Sal had told her only that the tests were routine.
Sal was going to walk the short distance from his house to the doctor’s office until he woke up and saw what a 
glorious morning it was. Walking along the street he realized 
that the day was, in fact, beautiful. The sun was shining brightly, 
the air crisp and cool. Although it was late April, the mornings 
were still chilly, and Sal drew his jacket closer about him, feeling 
the cold in his bones more than usual. With the exception of 
Christmas, he had always preferred summer to winter . He liked
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to see everything fresh and in bloom, and there was always so 
much more activity in the warm weather.
Sal walked slowly, and looked at his watch often. With 
disgust he realized that he had plenty of time to reach the office. 
He looked about him for an excuse to forget about the doctor. 
As he strolled, he admired people’s gardens and houses, and 
looked for passers—by to talk to. Sal loved the fresh air, and 
thought with discomfort of the sterile smell of alcohol which 
permeated the doctor’s office. He associated that odor with 
sickness and death. Sal felt that the doctor’s office was no place 
for him; he was certainly not a sick man. He had only made that 
first appointment to placate Rita.
She had been pressing him to have a check-up for some 
time, but he always managed to avoid it. Rita saw the doctor for 
a physical every year, and Sal always promised that he would go 
with her next time. He wondered why Rita bothered with the 
doctor at all. She was a strong, sturdy woman, and she had never 
been sick for as long as he knew her. As she grew older though, 
she became more interested in health and fitness, and she tried 
to get Sal to share her interest.
“Come on, Rita,” he had said to her once, “we’re tough, 
healthy people. We don’t need to see doctors.”
Rita only told him that she intended to stay that way. She 
didn’t insist on a visit to the doctor until the day he helped her 
hang curtains. Sal forced his help on her because he was afraid 
that she would fall as she tried to climb the ladder with the heavy 
curtain rod in hand. It was pointless for her to tell him that she 
had been doing this for years—he just rolled up his sleeves, and 
hummed a tune as he climbed the ladder. The simple task had 
tired him though, and feeling weakened, he had to rest for a 
while afterward. Sal tried to pretend that he hadn’t gotten 
enough sleep the night before, but he knew that he had been 
caught. Rita had already made up her mind to make an appoint­
ment for him with the doctor, and he knew that there would be 
no arguing with her.
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“That fool doctor is probably going to charge me a ton of 
money just to tell me what I already know,” he grumbled to Rita 
before the appointment. “I only need to get some more vitamin 
C.” Rita just smiled and pushed him out the door.
Rita had asked him if he wanted her to accompany him, but 
he said no. What was he, a big baby? he asked her. But when 
the doctor looked at him with a grave expression and told him 
that he would need to run some tests, Sal wished that Rita was 
with him. In the cold, fluorescent examining room, he wanted 
someone to hold his hand. He wasn’t used to feeling so helpless, 
and he vowed that he would never allow this to happen to him 
again.
At the corner, he stopped to admire the new flowers 
cropping up in a yard. He leaned over the iron fencing and 
smiled at a patch of bold yellow daffodils. Looking at the 
flowers, he thought of how delicate and thin the petals were, yet 
how remarkably resilient and durable they were. The night 
before had brought a particularly heavy rain, and the flowers 
stood today with all their petals intact.
Sal saw a figure moving near the house, and looking up he 
saw a woman in a bathrobe and furry blue slippers picking a 
newspaper off the doorstep.
“Halloo,” Sal called to her.
The woman looked up. “Hi there,” she said in a gravely 
voice.
‘I  say, these daffodils are spectacular,” he shouted to the 
woman in his loud, clear voice.
“D on’t like ’em much myself,” she replied. She straightened 
the kerchief which was tied around her head and approached 
the fence. Sal estimated that she was in her sixties—close to his 
age. He discerned the pink rollers which were concealed under 
the pink chiffon scarf.
“I’ve tried pulling ’em out, but they keep coming back. I 
even pulled them out by the roots, but every year, they’re back.”
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Sal told the woman that daffodils were perennials, and that 
the bulbs were multiplying below the earth.
‘Perennial means forever, you know,” he continued. “I 
have some in my garden. Never thought of pulling them out. 
Once they’re planted might as well let them live as long as they 
want.”
“Well, I’ve sure given up,” the woman said. “If they’re so 
determined to stay why should I fight ’em?”
Sal said that he agreed. He and the woman exchanged more 
words and then said good-by. When he reached the avenue, he 
looked at his watch and saw that it was only eleven o’clock; he 
had thirty minutes to get to the doctor’s office, which was only 
ten minutes away. In despair, he looked around him for rescue. 
He glanced across the street and something bright caught his 
eye. Shielding his eyes he saw the marquee of the Dorsey Movie 
Theater, which was sparkling in the full sun. The light reflected 
into Sal’s eyes, and he read the tides on the marquee through 
squinted eyelids.
Sal instandy returned to his childhood. An old western, 
Cowboys of the Wild Frontier, was the morning show. With the 
gleaming marquee beckoning to him, Sal knew that he had to 
go inside; the doctor, and his tests, were not important.
He walked across the street in a reverie and stopped at the 
ticket booth outside of the theater; no one was inside. Sal read 
the starting times and admission prices which were posted in 
the booth. He couldn’t believe that the matinee cost four 
dollars—he remembered going to the movies for ten cents as a 
boy. Sal looked around the deserted street and back to the empty 
booth. An impish grin crept across his face as he conceived of 
his daring plan—he would sneak in. Sal suddenly felt warm and 
his face flushed. Glancing about him, he opened the door, which 
seemed heavy to him, and walked inside.
As he entered the theater he was greeted by the stale smell 
of cherry air freshener, instead of the crisp smell of popcorn 
and roasted peanuts which filled theaters when he was young.
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Going to the movies had been a big deal when he was a boy, 
when movie theaters were almost like palaces, with glittering, 
opulent interiors. He never quite got used to the theaters now, 
which were nothing more than painted, concrete structures.
Blinking in the dim light of the lobby, Sal saw that the only 
people present—a girl and boy at the candy counter—were so 
engrossed in conversation that they had not seen him enter. Sal 
walked quickly through the lobby and into the dark hallway, 
squinting to read the names above the doors. He found the right 
door and walked in.
Remembering his childhood, he expected to walk into a 
theater filled with screaming kids, and he unconsciously braced 
himself for the possibility of being knocked down by running 
children. Instead, the room was filled with empty rows; the only 
noise was that of the movie. Sal chose a seat in the middle of 
the theater and sat down. The picture had already started and 
he watched in rapture for a few minutes before becoming 
confused. He could not remember any of this story. After a few 
minutes, Sal realized it was because he had never actually seen 
the movie. He had been too busy yelling, running, and stamping 
his feet with the other children. He missed the noise of boister­
ous children and the shower of multi-colored candy which 
would always rain down during dull parts of the movie. Sud­
denly, Sal felt depressed and lonely.
A stream of light filled the theater for a moment as some­
body entered. Sal watched an older man with a cane shuffle 
down the aisle and sit a few rows in front of him. The man sat 
for several seconds watching the shoot-out between the cow­
boys and Indians, and then began looking around the theater. 
Sal coughed loudly and the man turned around.
“No fun is it?” Sal asked.
“Nope,” the man replied.
“I don’t even have any jujubes.”
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“They don’t sell them anymore. I asked,” the man said sadly. 
“Would you like a box of chocolate raisins?” the man asked, 
holding up a yellow box in a shaking hand. “I have two.”
Sal joined the man in his row. After he finished the raisins, 
he unfolded the box and refolded it into a paper hat. He placed 
the hat on his head. The man looked at it admiringly.
‘Just like when we were kids,” the man said with wonder. 
“I’m seventy-six,” he continued. Sal looked at his wrinkled face 
and mouth, which looked too big for his teeth. “I saw The 
Singer when it first came out.”
Sal told him that he was sixty-six.
“Oohh, you’re a young’un.” They both laughed. “I never 
knew how to do that,” he said, pointing to Sal’s hat.
Sal took the man’s box of raisins and dumped the contents 
into his bony hands. He made another hat and placed it on the 
man’s head.
The two watched the rest of the movie in silence. The 
villains in black were shooting at a man, but he was impenetrable 
to the bullets. He was wearing a white cowboy hat and couldn’t 
be killed.
When Sal got home in the late afternoon, Rita was waiting for him. Her face had a worried expression and 
her hair looked grayer than it had been that morning when he 
left.
“What happened?” she asked. “The doctor called around 
one, and said you never came. I was worried.”
“Oh, I was a little late, that’s all. Got there right after he 
called you.”
Rita asked how everything went.
“Everything’s fine,” he bellowed. “Can’t keep a good man 
down.”
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He put a record on the stereo and Moonlight Serenade wafted 
from the speakers. The phone started ringing and Sal grabbed 
Rita’s hand before she could leave the room to answer it. 
“Come on,” he said, pulling her towards him.
“But the phone . . . ”
“Come on. Live a little ,” he said. He took the paper hat 
from his pocket and placing it on Rita’s head, led her in a dance.
At their shorehouse, Sal plunged himself into recreating the garden. Sal loved working in the dirt, and every year 
he planted a small flower bed and decorated the porch and steps 
with potted plants. Rita wanted to plant petunias and geraniums 
like they did the previous year, but Sal did not want annuals 
anymore; he was only interested in perennials.
“Perennial,” he told Rita in an authoritative voice, “means 
forever.”
Sal sometimes felt the weak, familiar pain while he worked, 
but he refused to give in. As he planted, he noticed that his hands 
seemed paler than before, the blue veins underneath the skin 
were more prominent, but he chased these thoughts away. He 
thought gleefully about the missed appointment and the fact 
that the doctor could not reach him at the shore.
I  don't need any doctor telling me a bunch of stuff, he said to himself. 
Nothing can happen to me that I  don't let happen.
When he wasn’t gardening, Sal could be found reclining in 
the sun, next to Rita, relating his life history to her. He often 
went on walks to the beach, always finding someone to talk and 
give his opinions to.
Sal and Rita were meeting the Roberts for dinner. They arrived at the restaurant early and stood waiting in the 
lobby. Neither Sal nor Rita drank, so they stood a few feet away 
from the bar, watching the people. People always interested Sal, 
and he liked to say that he could tell if a person had good sense 
or not from just one glance.
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A woman in a dark corner of the lobby was playing a 
keyboard and singing; she was almost hidden by a large, potted 
fern. Sal tapped his foot and hummed along with Sentimental 
Journey while he looked over the people. He spotted an old man 
seated at the bar, slouching over the counter with a vacant 
expression on his face. Sal looked away quickly.
Several minutes passed and the lobby was becoming 
crowded. A large woman entered with her husband and chil­
dren, who immediately began running around and rolling on the 
floor.
“They’re going to cause an accident,” Sal observed aloud to 
no one in particular. “We never behaved that way when we were 
kids,” he said to Rita, “not when our parents were around 
anyway.” -
The keyboardist began playing a rumba and the large 
woman walked to the center of the lobby and began dancing.
She was wearing very tight shorts and danced with grand 
motions, making a great effort to be noticed.
“Show off,” Sal said to Rita, who was watching the entrance 
for their friends. 
Many people were now dancing and Sal saw the old man 
get up from the bar. The large woman pulled him to the dance 
floor and danced with him. Sal saw that the man was wearing a 
white leisure suit, and although he could barely walk, he was 
wearing heeled loafers. He was attempting to disco. Sal thought 
that he looked very undignified.
The Roberts arrived and the party was seated at a table. Sal 
approved of Bill and Elaine—they were decent people and they 
had good sense. He and Rita had met them forty years ago on 
their honeymoon. Bill and Elaine lived at the shore year round 
and it was they who encouraged Sal and his wife to buy a house 
there. It seemed to Sal that they had been friends forever.
He was ravenous and determined to have a feast for himself 
and his friends. While the three attempted to catch up with what
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had happened to each other over the winter, Sal interrupted 
repeatedly to direct them in ordering. After their order was 
taken, Sal leaned back in his chair satisfied, and began diving 
into the cheese and crackers on the table.
Over appetizers, the conversation progressed from news 
of the children to health problems. Elaine was telling Rita about 
Bill’s bursitis, arthritis, and other ailments. Sal looked at Bill, 
who was bringing his soup spoon to his mouth with a shaky 
hand. There was only a one year difference in their ages, but Bill 
looked much older than Sal. His shoulders were drooping under 
his cardigan and his eyes, which were once a deep, lively blue, 
now had a cold, grayish tint to them. As Sal looked at him he 
wondered why Bill couldn’t just put his mind to it and rid 
himself of his illnesses.
Sensing that the talk would soon move to a discussion of 
his health, Sal decided it was time for him to liven up the 
conversation.
‘Well, look at that,” he exclaimed loudly, pointing to a 
young man across the room whose muscles bulged from his 
tight shirt. ‘W e look so much alike that we could be twins!” He 
slapped Bill on the arm, and Bill laughed. Rita shook her head 
at Elaine.
Sal polished off his dinner quickly—chowder, salad, oys­ters—and helped himself to big pieces of bread.
“This is ambrosia, food of the gods,” he exclaimed over his 
plate of oysters.
Over coffee, they started talking about the old days. Elaine 
was telling everyone that kids were not given any direction 
anymore.
“I remember when I was a kid, we used to stay home from 
school and go skating on the pond. But a truant officer always 
came and got us, and took us to school. Today the kids can get 
away with anything.”
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Sal was suddenly feeling tired and he was beginning to feel 
the ache in his body again. He looked at the table across from 
him and smiled at a man cutting his small son’s meal into little 
pieces. The boy was about four years old and Sal marveled at 
how small and untouched by life he was. At that moment Sal’s 
childhood seemed very far away from him.
“I used to love when Harding’s Toy Store put out their 
Christmas catalog,” Sal said, interrupting Bill, who was asking 
Elaine when he had last taken his heart tablet.
Harding, he told them, was a shrewd business man and 
ahead of the times. Back in the thirties and forties, he published 
a Christmas catalog of his merchandise in August.
“I was so excited when that book came out. I’d take it to 
the dinner table with me, even to bed. I just couldn’t wait for 
Christmas.” Everyone smiled.
“’Hold your horses. December comes early enough,”’ my 
father always said. Sal thought of his father, whom he loved 
dearly. He looked back at the little boy and his father and felt 
very weak. “I’d like to tell my father, ’December still comes 
early.’ Even after all these years.”
Sal and Bill walked outside and waited for their wives. It 
was windy, and the air made Sal feel rejuvenated. I ’ve never been 
one forgiving in, he said to himself, as he watched Bill struggle to 
walk against the wind.
He took two cigars from his shirt pocket and offered one 
to Bill, who refused.
Sal lit his cigar, and put his arm around Bill, who was 
shivering. Sal puffed steadily, controlling the burning, ashen tip 
as he inhaled and exhaled. The embers reddened and darkened, 
reddened and darkened, rhythmically, like a heartbeat, the red 








Adventures in the Love o f Laundry
. . .  Once in a while I need straightening up, so 
I decide a new lover will make me clean . . .
Frantically, I dump the clothes of my soiled emo­
tions
Together, into a filthy mound of lust.
Add steamy water,
Add foamy soap,
And . . .  surprise!
I’m renewed again.
. . . then, after a while (8 minutes, a light load). . .
The draining waters of our endeavor,
Once a whirlpool of passionate suds,
Spin recklessly into a dampened infatuation.
I try to warm up relations with my lover,
But my effort only brings static cling!
The crackle caused by separation.
The sound lasts a mere moment,
But the division could be endless:
Another addition to my collection of lost socks.
. . .  In a week or so I feel up to another load . . .
I’ve tried fabric softener, color-safe bleach, and 
dryer sheets,
All fail to perfect my loads.
But regardless of my past attempts,
I will endure the cycles again.
However, this load will be different, really.
This time, I promise, our love won’t run—
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no pink panties.
Our love won’t shrink—
No small sweaters.
I’ll hand wash our love in Woolite.
And air dry it in the sun.
Relationships require a soft touch,
Intimacy is lost in big, metal machines.
I must spend the time to know every piece of you,
To wash each article separately,
avoiding any complications, or misconceptions.
. . .The arts of love and laundry are more 





(after seeing the painting by kahlo)
Look, he says, one hand resting on the
mantle, the other over his eyes, rubbing his face—
big thick sausage fingers
Mira, if  I  wanted you it was because o f your hair
there’s me sitting in the comer on one of those old 
chairs
tia gave to me when I moved to the edge here, 
and it’s me staring back dressed in his best suit, 
soft burgundy shirt, polished shoes, 
scissors resting on my lap, hair 
itching my neck, falling all around
And, he shifts his weight, 
looks over me and down, seems very nervous 
distracted and (the words seem heavy, 
like he must bend down over himself to pick them 
up)
now that you are pelona, I don't want you abruptly 
flees out the side, through the maid’s door, 
to his murals and men’s work and 
I fall half asleep here, 





Prostrate on the the porch swing, 
Watching the traffic sing,
The old man stared 
Inward, backward.
Scores of song,
Symphonies of yawns 
Echoed through drunken years 
Of desperate tears.
Memories drifted in and out
Like a distant radio station—
His duets with that woman,
The one-time gig
With a chorus of caps and gowns.
The old man stared
No more. The curtain 
Dropped on his concert 
To silent applause,
As the choir of chrome 
And metal maintained 
The refrain.
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